Fairy Fencer F
Long ago, a dreadful war was fought between the Goddess and the Vile God. Because
they were equally matched, they both created a vast number of special weapons
imbued with their godly energy, each containing the life force of a fairy. Armed with
these weapons, the deities continued their conflict until they finally sealed each other
away into the great unknown. A long time has passed since this ancient conflict, and
the weapons created by the Goddess and the Vile God have since been scattered
across the world. These weapons—now known as “Furies”—are highly sought after by
warriors who call themselves “Fencers.” It is said that whoever collects a Fury will be
granted one wish. When a young man named Fang decides to rashly pull a Fury from a
stone, he inadvertently becomes a Fencer himself, forever altering the course of his
destiny.
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More challenges await!
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Battles aren’t the only way to boost your stats! Have characters complete certain tasks put
forth by the “Challenge System” like jumping 100 times or achieving 10 preemptive attacks
on enemies to achieve maximum stats!
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Soundtrack is by renowned composer Nobuo Uematsu, who has written the scores for most of
the Final Fantasy titles. Character designs by Tsunako (Hyperdimension Neptunia) and gods
designed by Yoshitaka Amano (Final Fantasy I-VI ) strikes a balance between cute and evil.
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Packaging

English/French

In-game Text

English

In-game Voice

English, Japanese

Official Game Site

Collect mystical weapons called “Furies” that contain the essence of fairies. Use the Furies
to grant your characters powerful abilities that change the tide of battle. You can even use
the “World Shaping” feature to customize dungeons to include more or fewer enemies,
different types of materials, and more!

http://nisamerica.com/ga
mes/fairyfencerf/

Bilingual Voice Option
Enjoy English text and both Japanese and English voices!
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